
FAQ'S

A: Alert Site Coordinator to set up an intake session at the

school.  Sessions are 1 hour in length and require a parent to

attend.  Only Medicaid insurance is eligible for Case

Management.  Only the school can refer for service in school.

Q: HOW DO I REFER A STUDENT FOR
ENCOMPASS SERVICE?

A: It is always the school's choice to decide which student to

refer to which agency.  If an agency has a full roster or does not

provide CPST service, Encompass may be available to fill gaps

with regard to student need at no cost to the school.

Encompass Case managers can also serve students being

served by other agencies if a plan is agreed upon by partners. 

Q: I HAVE ANOTHER MENTAL HEALTH
AGENCY SERVING MY DISTRICT....

OHuddle / Encompass Case Managers serve OHuddle mentored students

during and outside of school day to supplement clinical service.

 

By partnering with a responsive mental health provider, OHuddle's goals

are to (1) Ensure that mentorship is kept relational and long term with

responsive systems, and (2) to take the burden off of the schools with over-

identification that can come from mentorship.  

 

Although we may refer directly for service of unserved students over the

summer or outside of the school day,  school counselors continue to be

the gatekeepers deciding which students are referred to which agencies. 

 We seek to continue this system, with a layer of options for instances in

which other supports are needed.
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Sometimes mentorship service uncovers a student's mental health needs.

OHuddle's goal is to always have responsive partnerships to assist youth.  As

such, we have formed a partnership with Encompass to fill therapeutic service

gaps  as needed.  At the school's discretion, identified OHuddle students may

be referred for a clinical intake with accompanying CPST support.  

A: Case Managers can continue to check in with home visits,

taking students to appointments, and assisting with

paperwork, safety checks, and constructive time outside of

the home.  Case managers work with families to minimize

the impact of mental health symptoms  and, through

OHuddle, can loop communication back to the school. 

Q: HOW CAN CASE MANAGERS HELP
OVER THE SUMMER?
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